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	Head First EJB (Brain-Friendly Study Guides; Enterprise JavaBeans), 9780596005719 (0596005717), O'Reilly, 2003
What do Ford Financial, IBM, and Victoria's Secret have in common? Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).  As the industry standard for platform-independent reusable business components, EJB has just become Sun Microsystem's latest developer certification. Whether you want to be certifiable or just want to learn the technology inside and out, Head First EJB will get you there in the least painful way. And with the greatest understanding.   You'll learn not just what the technology *is*, but more importantly, *why* it is, and what it is and isn't good for. You'll learn tricks and tips for EJB development, along with tricks and tips for passing this latest, very challenging Sun Certified Business Component Developer (SCBCD) exam. You'll learn how to think like a server. You'll learn how to think like a bean. And because this is a Head First book, you'll learn how to think about thinking.  Co-author Kathy Sierra was one of Sun's first employees to teach brave, early adopter customers how to use EJB. She has the scars. But besides dragging you deep into EJB technology, Kathy and Bert will see you through your certification exam, if you decide to go for it. And nobody knows the certification like they do - they're co--evelopers of Sun's actual exam!
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Implementing Splunk - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	A comprehensive guide to help you transform Big Data into valuable business insights with Splunk 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Learn to search, configure, and deploy Splunk on one or more machines
	
		Start working with Splunk fast, with a tested set of practical examples and useful advice
	...



		

COM Programming with Microsoft .NETMicrosoft Press, 2003
Microsoft .NET is here, but COM and COM+ will be a valuable part of every  Microsoft Windows programmer’s toolbox for years. This in-depth programming  guide explains how and where COM and COM+ fit into the new .NET world,  demonstrates the new technologies that are available in .NET, and shows how to  interoperate between COM/COM+ and...


		

State of the Art for Minimally Invasive Spine SurgerySpringer, 2004

	The second congress of the Paci?c Asian Society of Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery (PASMISS) held in Phuket,Thailand,August 5–6,2002,was highly s- cessful. Dr.Akira Dezawa, the president, had worked hard in organizing the congress,which was well attended.All scienti?c papers presented were of the highest standard and were worthy of...





	

Learning BeagleBone Python ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the potential of BeagleBone using Python


	About This Book

	
		Configure and customize your BeagleBone to seamlessly connect it to external hardware using Python
	
		Learn to write programs that interface with the real world using GPIO ports
	
		Clear and step-by-step examples,...



		

Window Functions and Their Applications in Signal ProcessingCRC Press, 2013

	Window functions—otherwise known as weighting functions, tapering functions, or apodization functions—are mathematical functions that are zero-valued outside the chosen interval. They are well established as a vital part of digital signal processing. Window Functions and their Applications in Signal Processing presents an...


		

Design Engineering: A Manual for Enhanced CreativityCRC Press, 2007
As with any art, science, or discipline, natural talent is only part of the equation. Consistent success stems from honing your skills, cultivating good techniques, and hard work. Design engineering, a field often considered an intuitive process not amenable to scientific investigation, is no exception. Providing descriptive theory, broad context,...
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